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When a portland cement concrete pavement is to be placed on an asphalt lift, the finished
top of the asphalt lift shall meet the requirements of Sections 32l and 50l.
Sections(s) or portions thereof representing areas excluded from a smoothness test with
the High Speed Inertial Profiling System (IPS) shall also be excluded from consideration
for a contract price adjustment for rideability.
Any contract price adjustment for rideability will be applied on a continuous basis to the
pay tonnage, determined in accordance with Subsections 401.02.6.8 and 403.04, for the
section(s) or portions thereof for which an adjustment is warranted.
Contract price adjustments for rideability shall only be applicable to the surface lift and
furthermore to only the long continuous section(s) or portions of the long continuous
section(s) of the surface lift that require smoothness be determined by using a profiling
device.
403.03.2.1--Smoothness Tolerances for Mean Roughness Index (MRI). Smoothness
tolerances shall be applied to asphalt pavements based on the following pavement
categories.
Category A applies to the following pavement constructions:
New construction
Construction with three (3) or more lifts
Mill and two (2) or more lifts
Category B applies to the following pavement constructions:
Mill and one (1) lift
Two (2) lift overlays without milling
Category C applies to the following pavement constructions:
Single lift overlay without milling
All 57,650-pound routes regardless of the pavement construction
Additional projects may qualify for Category C construction at the Department’s
discretion. Spot leveling / preliminary leveling does not count as a lift. Full width /
continuous leveling courses that have a minimum thickness of ¾” across the entire lane
width will be considered a lift.
Category A projects shall have a long continuous interval (528-foot) surface MRI of not
more than 60 inches per mile.
Category B projects shall have a long continuous interval (528-foot) surface MRI of not
more than 70 inches per mile.
Category C projects shall have the existing surface profiled at no additional cost to the
State. These projects shall be measured by a long fixed interval (528-foot) surface MRI
and meet the higher value of the following requirements:
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A 50% improvement in MRI from the existing surface
or
80 inches per mile
In the case that 50% of the existing surface MRI is greater than 80 inches per mile, the
short continuous threshold shall be increased from 160 inches per mile by the difference
between 50% of the existing surface MRI and 80 inches per mile.
For all projects, areas of the surface lift with localized roughness greater than 160 inches
per mile as determined by the continuous short interval (25’) report will be identified for
correction by the Project Engineer.
When a project has multiple lifts, the lift underlying the surface lift shall have a MRI of
no more than 10 inches/mile more than the surface lift threshold for both long and short
continuous intervals. Category B projects containing multiple lifts must meet the
Category C percent improvement requirement for the underlying lift. Corrective action
must be taken on those segments that do not meet this requirement. No unit price
adjustment will be applied on any underlying lift.
For Category A and B projects, a unit price increase will be added when the MRI for the
final surface lift, prior to any required localized roughness (short interval) corrective
action, is less than or equal to fifty inches per mile (50.0 inches / mile) on the long
interval report. These Projects will be considered for incentive pay based on the
following guidelines for the long interval surface lift MRI.
Mean Roughness Index
inches / mile
Less than 35.0
35.1 to 40.0
40.1 to 45.0
45.1 to 50.0
50.1 to Required Surface MRI

Contract Price Adjustment
Percent of Asphalt Unit Bid Price
108
106
104
102
100

In addition to the above pay incentive factors, a project may be subject to a disincentive
when the Long Continuous Interval MRI for the surface exceeds the allowable tolerance.
Mean Roughness Index
(inches / mile)
Above 20.0 Over
15.1 to 20.0 Over
10.1 to 15.0 Over
5.1 to 10.0 Over
0.1 to 5.0 Over
Required Surface MRI

Contract Price Adjustment
Percent of Asphalt Unit Bid Price
REMOVE AND REPLACE
80
85
90
95
100

For Category C projects, segments may be subject to a disincentive when the Fixed
Interval MRI for the surface does not meet the minimum requirements.
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Percent Improvement
MRI (inches/mile)
Below 30 Percent
30.1 to 35.0 Percent
35.1 to 40.0 Percent
40.1 to 45.0 Percent
45.1 to 50.0 Percent
Above 50%

Contract Price Adjustment
Percent of Asphalt Unit Bid Price
80 *
80
85
90
95
100

* Segments that not only show less than 30 percent improvement but also a final
surface MRI greater than 100 inches/mile will be subject to removal.
Segment(s) or portions thereof representing areas excluded from a smoothness test shall
also be excluded from consideration for a contract price adjustment for rideability.
Where a segment less than 528 feet occurs at the end of a section, it will be combined
with the preceding 528-foot segment for calculation of MRI. Corrective action must be
taken on those sections that exceed the ‘Remove and Replace’ threshold as directed by
the Project Engineer. The minimum remove and replace length will be 528 feet (0.1
mile). Additional smoothness testing shall be required on sections following replacement
and will be required to meet at least the maximum surface MRI short of ‘Remove and
Replace’ tolerance.
The above pay factors will be applied in conjunction with the Long Continuous
Histogram Chart from ProVAL’s Smoothness Assurance Module. The price adjustments
for rideability will be tabulated in the Department’s Pay Incentive spreadsheet on the
basis of a theoretical tonnage of 110 lbs/yd2 * inch thickness (pounds per square yard *
inch thickness) determined in accordance with Subsections 401.02.6.8 and 403.04, for
the segment(s) or portions thereof for which an adjustment is warranted.
403.03.3--Thickness Requirements. Asphalt overlay lifts shall be constructed as nearly
in accordance with the thickness shown on the plans as the underlying pavement and
foundation will permit. Periodic and cumulative yield tests will be made to determine
practicable conformity to the thickness of each lift. The Engineer may order
modifications in placement thicknesses to prevent unwarranted variations in plan
quantities.
When the paver is operating off an established grade line, no thickness determination will
be required for the various lifts of pavement. It is understood that the tolerances from
design grade will control the thickness requirements.
When grade stakes are eliminated by Notice to Bidders or as outlined in Subsection
403.03.2(d) and where resulting in the placement of two (2) or more lifts, acceptance and
payment will be determined on a lot to lot basis by cores taken from the completed
pavement. Lots will be coincidental with acceptance lots for the surface lift as provided
in Subsection 401.02.6.4, except that only lots resulting from the placement of mainline
surface lift will be used for thickness assessment. One core will be obtained at random
from each lot. Irregular areas will not be cored.
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